Connectivity at the
Speed of the Future
Connect Today and Prepare for Tomorrow with Fast, Reliable, and
Secure Solutions
Today’s remote and hybrid work environments call for 24/7/365 connectivity. Your business needs fast, secure,
and reliable voice and internet connectivity services to stay competitive. But managing disparate networks,
carriers, and providers, sifting through thousands of invoices and contacting myriad customer service centers is
overwhelming, time-consuming, and a drain on your resources.
Get the advantage of an experienced single-source partner aggregating more than 300 North American carriers,
with US-based support, and a single contact for billing, ticketing, project management and 24/7/365 proactive
network monitoring. Our carrier-agnostic approach makes it simple to create seamless, reliable, and scalable
solutions with the advanced services you need to increase productivity, ensure consistency, optimize your
resources, and ensure future-proofing as you prepare for your digital transformation.

We’ve Got You Covered
Connect all your locations – even the most remote – with Spectrotel’s comprehensive portfolio of voice and
internet connectivity solutions built on the backbone of the nation’s market leading networks.

The Spectrotel Advantage
One Provider

Aggregating hundreds of disparate networks, carriers,
transports and equipment throughout North America,
managed through one source

One Invoice

All your services, features, carriers and locations
consolidated in a single invoice with customizable billing,
invoice delivery and payment options

One Award-Winning Portal

Complete, flexible and immediate access to account
information with customizable multi-level account
hierarchy capabilities through a single pane of glass

One Strategic Partner

Helping you grow and stay competitive as technology
evolves and your requirements change

One Exceptional Experience

Connectivity Solutions

Connect to Your New Future
| Traditional Voice Services

Reliable, traditional voice communications and infrastructure may still be a key – and necessary – part of your
communications strategy.

With Spectrotel’s purpose-built solutions, you get:
○T
 he reliability of traditional voice service for your mission-critical lines
○C
 onsolidated billing that minimizes the hassle of multiple vendors and invoices
○O
 ptions that allow you to use your existing equipment when you want or need to integrate your voice and
data traffic – so you can make the transition at your own pace and budget

We have your voice needs covered today – and the expertise to help you tackle tomorrow’s challenges.

| Internet Over Anything
Maximum coverage, Minimum Hassle
Spectrotel’s nationwide suite of services
incorporates all types of internet access
technology, including wireless, fiber, ethernet,
and cable, giving you the nationwide coverage,
performance, and speeds you require with the
most competitive pricing. Enjoy the ability to pick
and choose the best options from our industryleading network partners to custom-craft a
solution just for you, with the operational and cost
efficiencies of working with a single source.
And when your business needs change and
grow, Spectrotel grows with you, with
complementary managed, cloud communications
and wireless (WWAN) solutions that ensure
business continuity and future-proofing.

ANY SERVICE | ANY PROVIDER | ANY LOCATION

| Award Winning Enterprise Portal

Control all aspects of your network and communications with a single portal that provides insight to businesscritical information such as product inventory, order and ticket records, a consolidated invoice, and more. Data
reporting and analysis tools enable high visibility into system performance for easy monitoring and troubleshooting.

Optimize Your Resources and Technology
From reliable, economical traditional voice services to integrated and unified internet access solutions, we’ll
optimize your enterprise network and resources. Spectrotel provides real choice and flexibility to craft your voice
and internet solutions using any service, any provider, and in any location.
Run your network at the speed of the future with purpose-built, people-powered connectivity solutions.

Contact us for a free consultation.

sales@spectrotel.com
877.542.9200
spectrotel.com

Human Crafted.
Enterprise Optimized.

